RhinoArt Cornice
Polystyrene Mouldings
Turn any room in your home into a reflection
of your unique sense of style with Gyproc’s
easy to install lightweight durable range of
RhinoArt Cornice polystyrene mouldings.
With 10 profiles available to choose from, it’s
never been easier to indulge your personal
sense of style, and now with a state-of-the art
manufacturing plant right here in the country,
it’s even more affordable too.
Easy to install
• Heat-moulded polystyrene
• Perfectly smooth finish
• Easy to install
• Lightweight
• Durable
• Works with all good quality
water-based paints.

Cornices available in 2m lengths. One 6 pack
box of RhinoArt Cornice is 6 x 2metre
lengths = 12 linear metres.
Remember to include a little extra cornice
for corners, as you lose some length when a
cornice is mitred. As a guide, most bedrooms
are about 4 x 3 metres = 12 linear metres.

*All rooms Arlington Estate. Combined
lightweight steel brick housing.
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Angelico
Contemporary sophistication
that adds to luxurious looks.

Giotto
Soft, elegant details that
finish off in romantic style.

Endini
Clean lines and light shapes
playfully top off your room’s style.

Cezzane
Fresh, classic and stylish
for airy light spaces.

Broch
Bold curves and retro style that
suit graphic and strong colours.
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RhinoArt Cornice - Fitting Instructions

1

Mark the position of the cornice. Draw a line where
the cornice will be fitted.
Tip: If your ceiling is not perfectly flat, measure from
the lowest point.

4

Tip: If your wall or ceiling is not perfectly straight, do
not hesitate to apply a lot of glue to fill up the gaps.
The excess glue can be reused.
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3

Join the marks using a chalk line.
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Cut (mitre) your cornice to size using a very
fine toothsaw.
Tip: Mark the cornice with a pencil to show the
angle (direction) of the cut, so that you avoid
mitering at the wrong angle.
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Place the cornicing on the line and gently press the
cornicing into place. For joints, apply a small quantity
of glue and slide the cornicings towards each other
to form a closed butt joint.

Using the spatula (scraper) remove the excess glue.
Tip: Put the excess glue back in the tub, as you can use
the glue again.

Tip: If your ceiling is not perfectly flat, do not force
the cornicing to follow the bend, leave your cornicing
straight and fill up the gaps with glue.
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Use with polystyrene
RhinoArt cornice adhesive.
RhinoArt cornice adhesive covers
8-10 linear metres per litre.

310ml

With a damp sponge wipe the edges and joints for
a perfect smooth finish. Your cornice is now ready to
be painted with any water-based paint. No primer is
required.
Tip: Regularly change your water to avoid white
marks on your wall or ceiling.
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RhinoArt Cove
Description
RhinoArt Cove consists of a fire resistant gypsum plaster core encased in special paper.
It is primarily designed for use as a cornice at the angle between wall and ceiling. It can be cut and fixed and is suitable for
decoration.
Size
1.

Width 75mm. Length 2700mm to 4200mm at 300mm increments.

2.

Width 125mm. Available in 3000mm lengths.

Mass

The mass per linear metre is 0.70kg for 75mm and 1.50kg for 125mm.
Cross Section

A = 58mm
B = 58mm
C = 75mm

Performance
Fire Protection

When exposed to fire, RhinoArt Cove behaves in the same way as RhinoBoard.
Durability

RhinoArt Cove has the same life expectancy as a house/building under normal conditions. If movement of the roof structure
is expected, fix cornice to wall only.
Accoustic Properties

RhinoArt Cove can be used for sealing any air paths around ceiling perimeters, helping to maintain sound insulation
performance from room to room. Enhanced performance can be expected when using RhinoBed to secure the cove.

Fixing
Glue or alternatively nail RhinoArt Cove with galvanised nails at 300mm centres to the wall and at 450mm centres through the
board into the brandering. The head of the nail must not break the paper of the cove.

Note: Due to the design of modern timber roof trusses, movement and settling will occur. The fixing of cove therefore has to be more
flexible in taking up this movement. It is recommended that all coves be fixed only to the wall. The cove-to-ceiling joint should be filled with
a flexible filler e.g. acrylic silicon.
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RhinoArt Cove 75mm and 125mm
Diagrams and dimensions as follows:
A x B x C x D (D=LENGTH) (refer Diagram 1.)
75mm Cove
= 58mm x 58mm x 75mm
125mm Cove
= 90mm x 90mm x 120mm

Diagram 1

1. Measure distance (B) down from the ceiling and mark it on several
places on the wall. Shoot a chalk line along these marks on the wall.
Insert temporary nails at 1 metre intervals just below the chalk line (Refer
Diagram 2).
2. Fix a timber stop along the base of the mitre box distance (A) from the
vertical side. Place the cove upside down (i.e. the bottom facing upwards)
in the mitre box (Refer Diagram 3). Refer to the catalogue to ensure that
you have the pattern the correct way up.

Diagram 2
Brander

3. Using a fine tooth saw, cut and mitre the required lengths of cove in a
mitre box. If using patterned cove, extreme care must be taken to match
the pattern where a joint occurs.

RhinoBoard ceiling

1 metre

4. Lay the cove face down over a length of timber. Butter wall edge with
RhinoBed to more or less the thickness of a finger (Refer Diagram 4).
5. Guide the cove over the temporary nails and press firmly into position
against the wall and ceiling. Insert temporary nails into ceiling to hold
cove. Fix the cove ± every metre into the wall using steel nails or drill, plug
and screw. On painted surfaces a plaster bonding liquid (Grippon) should
be applied. While still wet and tacky, fix cove. Patch imperfections and
clean off excess RhinoBed (Refer Diagram 5).

Distance B

Temporary support nails
Wall

Diagram 3
RhinoArt Cove
Timber stop

NB: Always carry cove on edge.

Distance B

Note: Due to the design of modern timber roof trusses, movement and
settling will occur. The fixing of cove therefore has to be more flexible. In
taking up this movement, it is recommended that all coves be fixed only to
the wall and the cove to the ceiling joint be filled with a flexible filler e.g.
acrylic silicon.
Fixing Instructions for Cove to Steel
1. Fixing of cove with steel brandering behind the board could be done
in either of these ways:
i) Glue the cove to the wall with RhinoBed with support nails under the
cove and in front of the cove in the ceiling, until the bond between cove
and wall has formed. Fill the gap at the ceiling with an acrylic silicon.
ii) Screw the cove to the ceiling into the steel brander using a screw gun
and a screw of suitable length (42mm). Nail the cove to the wall where
required. Fill holes with RhinoGlide and sand when dry.

Mitre Box
Distance A

A

Diagram 4
RhinoArt Cove

RhinoBed
Support

Diagram 5
Brander
RhinoBoard ceiling

Acrylic Silicon
Temporary nail
RhinoArt Cove

Temporary support nail
Wall
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How to Mitre Cornice or Cove
Type of corner mitre
There are four different types of mitre cut:
External angles
a. Left hand
b. Right hand

External
angle

Internal
angle

a b

c

Right
hand

Internal angles
c. Left hand
d. Right hand

Lef t
hand

d
Right
hand

Lef t
hand

Mitred joints
To cut a left hand corner mitre, position the mitre block to the left of the length of cove and line up the measured mark with the
appropriate mitre block slot (depending on whether the angle is to be internal or external). Similarly, position the mitre block to
the right of the length of cove for the right hand corners.
Before starting, note which way up the cornice should be fitted.
Remember that all marks, measurements and cuts must be made from the back of the cove’s wall edge.
When measuring for mitres or butt joints, try to ensure a good pattern match at the meeting edges. This is especially important
with external mitres, which are generally more visible. So, whenever a mitre is required, measure the distance between the end
of the last fixed length and the corner of the room. Mark this measurement on the back wall edge of the next length of cove
- making sure the pattern matches at each point.

Cutting Mitres
Left Hand Mitres
External
angle

Internal
angle
Mitre block
to left
Right Hand Mitres

Internal
angle

External
angle
Mitre block
to right

Measure from
end of last length
to corner.

Mark distance
on back of
the cornice
wall edge.

Cutting cove
Wall edge uppermost.

When using the mitre block, it is a good idea to keep the cove
supported and level using a piece of wood the same thickness
as the base of the mitre block. Place the cove upside-down in
the mitre block with the wall edge uppermost, flat against the
side, and the ceiling edge flat against the base.

Levelling support.

Mitre box
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RhinoArt Pre-mitred Corners
Cove installations are quicker and neater with new easy to fit RhinoArt pre-mitred corners.

Distinct, clear edge that does not
require filling or patching.

Snug fit onto the curve
of a RhinoArt Cove 75mm
gives a neat finish.

Pre-moulded 45º angle for external
and internal corners that eliminate
mitre boxes and saves time on
installations.

2 Outer corners

4 Inner corners

28 pack Inner corners
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RhinoArt Cove and Pre-mitred Corner installation guide

1

Place corner in position. Flip down and mark
with pencil on the wall in line with the
plastic ridge on the back of the corner. This
ridge marks the edge of the length of cove.

4

Mix Gyproc RhinoBed and apply with trowel
or scraper 1.5cm thick along BOTH edges of
the cove OR nail to wall and ceiling.
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Using a scraper, scrape excess RhinoBed off
the edges where the cove meets the wall
and roof.

9

2

Measure from mark to mark drawn on the
wall. This is the length of cove you will need.

5

Install with two people. Hold cove up to roof
edge and push into place.
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Wash clean with sponge and water for neat
finish. IMPORTANT Remember to wash
all scrapers and trowels in between each
length of cove applied.

3

Cut cove to the required length and fit
corners onto both sides of the cove in
the curved slot.

6

Hammer two or three ‘holding’ nails on top
and underneath the cove to hold it firm
while RhinoBed dries.

9

Measure next length and repeat the process.
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Saint-Gobain’s SpecSure system warranty

Unique to Saint-Gobain Construction Products South Africa, the 10 year
system warranty is designed to give you total confidence that the systems
you have chosen will meet the most rigorous of building requirements.
All of our systems are developed using the highest quality components
designed to work together, and are specifically developed to give you a
lifetime of confidence.
SpecSure is more than just a performance warranty. It means that the
Saint-Gobain Construction Products SA systems you specify:
•

Have a guaranteed 10 year performance.

•	Have the technical expertise and experience of the SA’s leading construction
products specialist behind it.
•

Have been tested in accredited fire, acoustic and structural test laboratories.

•

Have been site tested to demonstrate installation integrity and simplicity.

•	Will be supported at every stage of the project by SA’s leading on and
off-site technical support personnel.
•	Will perform to published parameters if installed in accordance to
our specifications.
•	Will be repaired or replaced by Saint-Gobain Construction Products South
Africa in the unlikely event of system failure attributed to unsatisfactory
product/system performance.
•	Project Packs offer technical guidance and compliance to the building
methodology prescribed which will ensure optimal system performance.

Customer contact centre:
0860 27 28 29 | www.gyproc.co.za

